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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

~

In the Matter of )e
-

)*

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF ) Docke t No . 50-247
NEW YORK, INC. (Indian Point, Un it )>.

No. 2) )
-

,

- .

CONSOLIDATED EDISON'S
STATEMENT 7'a REPLY TO
NOTICE OF VIOLATION

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.201, and the Of fice of

Inspection and Enforcement's Notice of Violation and Pro-

posed Imposition of Civil Penalty dated December 11, 1980,
' Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., licensee of

Indian Point Unit 2, supplies the following responses to

the alleged items of noncompliance with NRC regulations

set forth in the Notice.
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OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT STATEMENT OF
ALLEGED VIOLATION

.

I. The Commission regulations and the facility license re-.
*

quire the licensee to . report occurrences important to
safety as indicated below.

: ., A. 10 CFR 50.72(a), " Notification of significant
; events", requires that:

"Each licensee of a nuclear power reactor, licensed-

under para. 50.01 or para. 5 0.22 shall notify the NRC,

Operations Center as soon as possible and in all
cases within one hour by telephone of the occurrence
of any of the following significant events and shall
identify that event as being reported pursuant to
this section:

(3) Any event that results in the nuclear power
plant not being in a controlled or expected
condition while operating or shutdown.".

Contrary to the above, the following condition was
not reported within one hour of identification:

The discovery on October 17, 1980 of unexpected con-
ditions not specifically considered in the safety
analysis report or technical specifications that.

required remedial action to prevent existence or
development of an unsafe condition, specifically
the existence of: a flooded reactor vessel pit,
about four inches of river water on the vapor con-
tainment floor, and steam exiting the instrument
thimble holes. *

The containment flooding condition was found on
October 17, 1980, but not reported to the NRC until# '

October 20, 1980, which did not comply with the one"

hour reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.72. Each,

5 day that the violation continued constitutes a.

-

separate violation for the purpose of computing the;* civil penalty.

This is a Severity Level III violation (Supplement.

I.C.2 of the Interim Enforcement Policy). Applying
the civil penalty for each day that the violation
continued results in a civil penalty of - S120,000.

.

.
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DISCUSSION:

The existence of water at the bottom elevations of the Indian.

Point' 2 containment bt ilding does not necessarily result in the.
,

.

nuclear power plant "not being in a controlled or expected
~

condition," as those terms are used in 10 CFR 50.72(a). By,

*

. . design, water is collected on the containment floor from various

sources within containment, the fan cooler units being one such
.

'

The containment floor is designed for the very purposesource.o

of directing water via the floor trench system to ' the containment

sump, which is equipped with two sump pumps to transfer the

water out of containment to the liquid waste processing system.

Because of the physical location of the reactor cavity (i.e.,
the lowest point in the containment building), it is reasonable

to assume that water could accumulate there also. Therefore,

the containment floor was built with curbs around the openings
to the reactor cavity to prevent water, which could collect

on the containment floor, from entering the cavity under most
circumstances. Consolidated Edison installed two submersible
sump pumps in the reactor cavity after the plant went into,

,

-

service (i.e., they were not part of the original licensed
r -

plant design), to facilitate removal of water from the cavity-

,

should it collect there during refueling..,

-2-
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During the period October 17-20, 1980, Consolidated Edison

operating personnel knew that there was water on the contain-
.

ment floor and in the react:r cavity but did not recognize

that the reactor vessel had been wetted. Both the major source

of the water (service water) and the reason for the accumulation
,

j. of water (both containment sump pumps malfunctioning) were
- known and appropriate action was promptly initiated to rectify
l the situation. The Indian P, int 2 Technical Specifications do

not place any specific limitations on fan cooler unit leakage

into containment during operation. Such leakage has been

promptly identified and corrected when it has occurred. In

addition, the level of water discovered in containment at

the time of the event was well below that where safety-related

electrical components would begin to become submerged.

The Indian Point Unit 2 FSAR also recognizes that there may be

occasional leaks in the fan cooler units, since provisions are

incorporated in the plant design to detect fan cooler leakage
siid to isolate leaking units when necessary. During normal

operation, leakage from the fan cooler unit cooling coils
.

: is detected along with condensate from the containment

>., atmosphere by the fan cooler unit condensate weir measuring
.

system. During accident conditions, redundant radiation
'

monitors would detect high radioactivity in the fan cooler

service water discharge line. If fan cooler leakage did

result in such an indication on radiation monitors, the

appropriate cooler (s) would be isolated.

-3-
_
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Because of the unit's design and the safety procedures de- |
scribed above, at no time during the event was the plant

considered to be in an uncontrolled or unsafe condition,
.~

either while the removal of water from containment was in
progress, or during the investigation of the level of water

.

in the reactor cavity.,

Only the reactor trips on October 17 were believed to be,

reportable to NRC. These notifications to NRC were made in a
<

timely manner; however, the underlying cause was not known and,

therefore, could not be transmitted at that time.

When, on October 20, 19 80, Consolidated Edison's investigation

yielded a concern for potential long-term chloride stress
corrosion of the incore instrumentation conduits, a decision

was made to perform an examination as to the acceptability
c2 these conduits for continued service, and the NRC was
notified. Water level estimates made on the 20th, based on

water inventories and chloride swipe samples, did not demon-

strate that the water level had reached the bottom of the
reactor vessel.,

,

.

'

From October 20, 1980 on, there was open communication with the-

,

~

resident inspector and members of the NRC staff at Region 1
office. When, on October 24, 1980, evidence demonstrated

that the reactor vessel had been wetted, the NRC was again
immediately informed.

-4-
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In promulgating 10 CFR 50.72, the NRC provided no definition

of what an " uncontrolled" or " unexpected" condition is.
.

However, the NRC Regulatory Staf f issued IE Information
'~~ Notice No. 80-06 on February 27, 1980, immediately prior to

the' effective date of the 10 CFR 50.72 regulation, which pro-.

.

vided some information regarding the intent of the new regula-;,-

L- tion. This document states that certain enumerated "significant"
..

', events were to be reported within one hour. Additionally, it

states that significant events comprise:
,

" . . . serious events that could result in an
impact on public health and safety such as
those leading to initiatio'n of the licensee's
emergency plan or any section of the plan, the
causing of a nuclear power plant to be in an
uncontrolled condition, the exceeding of a

j safety limit, an act of sabotage, or an un-
|

controlled release of radioactivity".

|

The Information Notice also discusses the same requirement
|

contained in 10 CFR 50.72(b) that once any event results in
! the nuclear power plant not being in a controlled or expected
i

condition while operating.or shutdown:

"[T]he licensee, in addition to prompt
telephone notification, shall also establish
and maintain an open, continuous communication,

! J channel with the NRC Operations Center, and shall
'

close this channel only when notified by NRC."
2

' * On July 29, 1980, a Supplement to IE Information Notice 80-06
'

'

| was issued by the Regulatory Staff because "[e}xperience with

notifications being made in accordance with (10 CFR 50.721

suggest the need for clarification and more definitive

t

w -
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|

guidance" in implementing that notification requirement.

The Supplement states that:-

"Commentera particularly stressed the need
' to establish more definitive thresholds for

notifications of certain types of events... .

The general categorization of some of the.

event types listed in the rule has resulted,

in notification of events of less significance
~

than originally intended... The rule was.

intended to require immediate notification of:.

' serious events that could result in an impact.

-

on the public health and safety.'"

The IE Information Notice Supplement thus reinforces the

guidance provided by the original ...ce that only "cerious

events" are intended to be reported under 10 CFR 50.72.

|

The conditions discovered at Indian Point 2 on Octobe r 17, 1980

, did not represent a " serious event" in the context of the
i

! Information Notice 80-06 clarification, and certainly did not
warrant an "open, continuous communication channel" with NRC.

This is confirmed by the fact that once NRC was notified of

the accumulation of water in containment on october 20, 1980,
t

-'

they saw no need for establishing and maintaining an open
communication channel. Given the conditions as they knew them

~

to exist, plant personnel reasonably concluded that the plant
.

was in a safe, controlled condition and certainly did not present
.

'

, any imminent threat or prospect of threat to public health and
safety during the period October 17-20, 1980.

-6-
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Although the accumulation of water on the containment floor

is to be expected, the actual amount of water discovered in
.

the containment by plant personnel on october 17, 1980 did none-

.'
theless represent, in the language of the regulation, an

" unexpected condition", and in retrospect should have been-

.

, ; promptly reported to the NRC. On this basis, we do not contest

that a violation occurred as stated in paragraph I.A of the-

Notice of Violation, as the Of fice of Inspection and Enforce-

ment has here interpreted 10 CFR 50.72.
.

Consolidated Edison submits, howceer, that the 10 CFR 50.77

regulation is vague and indefinite with respect to what con-

stitutes " uncontrolled" or " unexpected" plant conditions.

Guidance provided to date by NRC still has not established a

general consistency in interpretation of th e rule, and Con-

sclidated Edison is unaware of any prior 1.tstance where the

NFC has construed " unexpected condition" in a one-hour report-
itg context. Accordingly, the regulation provides a questionable

basis for the retrospective evaluation of operations reporting,

in that the licensee is not accorded sufficient information
.

to reasonably determine the standards by which its conddet will.

be adjudged..

,

.

.. The reporting standard by which this event is being retrospectively
considered is ambiguous in the area of safety as well. The office

| of Inspection and Enforcement has not included a safely-related

-7-
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component in its interpretation of an " unexpected condition."

This is inconsistent with the NRC's previous statements that
.

10 CFR 50.72 notifications were reserved for serious events
*

with an impact on the public health and safety. The I&E.
-

interpretation of the regulation in the present instance also,

~

ignores the history of industry concern over the definitiveness .

. of notification thresholds.
.'

'

Therefore, considering the above deficiencies of the 10 CFR

50.72 regulation, the intent of that regulation as stated

in NRC formal guidance, and the firm conviction of plant

personnel that a " serious event" did not occur, the failure

to report the discovery of substantial amounts of water in,

the containment building until October 20, 1980 could not

comprise a Severity Level III violation under the October 7,
1980 Interim Enforcement Policy (45 FR 66754). Among the

goals of the Policy is stated to be " enhancing the degree of
protection of public health and safety" (Id.). Severity Level

III violations are stated to be " violations (which] involve
actual or high potential impact on the public" (45 FR at

- 66755). And in the particular area of rep arting req.irements,
the Policy states that:. ,

- "the severity level of a vio.ation involving the f ailure
to make a required report to the NRC will be based upon,

-

the significance of and the circumstances surrounding the
matter not reported" (Id.).

The particular basis upon which the Notice of Violation non-

reporting Severity Level III claim rests is Supplement .C.2

-8-
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of the Interim Enforcement Policy, which describes a

Severity Level III violation as:.

"A system designed to prevent or mitigate a
*

serious safety event not being able to perform*

its intended function under certain conditions
(such .as not operable unless offsite power is

,

available)." (45 FR at 66758).
,

Nowhere in the Notice of violation is it explained which.-

', serious safety'aitigative or preventive system was unable to
.

*

perform in the October 17 to 20 period, and in fact our inves-

P tigations have established that no safety functions were pre-

cluded during this period. As noted above, neither f an cooler

systems nor occasional leaks from these systems were perceived

by the industry or the NRC to present substantial safety

degradation possibilities at the time of the leakage event,

inasmuch as these systems have not been included in NRC

safety-related pronouncements and in the interpretive
materials accompanying 10 CFR 50.72.

,

Under these circumstances, there is no basis under either

the NRC rules for reactor operator conduct or the Interim

Enforcement Policy for a finding of a Severity Level III.

,

violation. Even a Severity IV violation, one rank lower.
,

;

|~ '. than here claimed, requires either the exceeding of a
.

license limit or a failure "that measurably degrades the,
,

J

safety of operations, incident respocse, or the environment"

(45 FR at 66758). Thus the October leakage event at Indian

Point Unit 2 does not even qualify as a Severity IV violation
under the - new Interim Enforcement Policy.

-9- i
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Giving the factual conclusions of the Office of Inspection and |
Enforcement's investigation every credence (notwithstanding

,

that its conclusions differ in material respects from the
.

licensee's), under the Interim Enforcement Policy it would

also be difficult to claim a Severity V violation for plant-

conditions from October 17 to 20, ruch a violation comprisinga

"other violations, such at failure to follow procedures, that

'

have other than minor safety or environmental significance"

(Id.).

! The unprecedented interpretation of both " unexpected condition"

and the Interim Enforcement Policy as contained in the Notice

of Violation could thus not have been reasonably anticipated

by the licensee. Consolidated Edison accordingly disagrees

| that a Severity Level III violation of 10 CFR 50.72 occurred

in connection with the claimed non-reporting, and denies that

there is any appropriate basis for accruing separate violations

for each day of licensee misinterpretation.

2 .

! .

,

,

e
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PLANNED ACTIONS TO PREVENT RECURRENCE:
,

We are revising our internal procedures to increase the scope
-

and timeliness of event reporting to NRC, and to state and.,

local officials. In the future, to serve what now appears to
.

- be NRC's desires, events such as this leakage event will be
?

.

reported promptly. In addition, we also recognize that it is

, clearly prudent to assure that event reporting in excess of

regulatory requirements is accomplished in certain circum-

stances. Accordingly, an added objective of our revised

internal procedures will be to accomplish this enhanced

reporting without placing an excessive or undue burden on

licensed operations personnel that would divert them from

accomplishing their primary safety functions. These notifi-

cation procedure changes will be accomplished prior to

return to service of the unit.

.-

.

>

4

e
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OFFICE OF INSPECTION JLND ENFORCEMENT STATEMENT OF
ALLEGED VIOLATION

.

''
I.B Technical Specification 6.9.1.7.1 states, in part,

that:

. "The types of events listed below shall be reported
within 24 hours of identification...,

- c. Abnormal degradation discovered in... primary
containment...

,

Contrary to the above on October 17 and 18, 1980,
leaks were discovered in several f an cooler units.
These leaks constituted abnormal degradation of
primary containment and was not reported to the NRC
until October 20, 1980. This violates the 24 hour
reporting requirement.

In accordance with Footnote 17 to Section B of the
Interim Enforcement Policy this is categorized as a
Severity Level III violation.

.

+

%

.

* e

D

.

a
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DISCUSSION:

.

On October 17 and 18, 1980, plant design features described in

P. the FSAR to monitor and isolate the fan cooler units as intended
shculd they become a source of leakage of radioactivity were

,

'

operable and the technical specification requirements for con-
.

_
tainment integrity were satisfied. Therefore, no report pursuant

". to Technical Specification 6. 9.1.7.1.c was submitted or required.

This jttdgment is supported by I&E Bulletin No. 80-24, issued

by the NRC on November 21, 1980, which promulgates new require-

ments for all licensees resulting from the investigation of the
October 17, 1980 event at Indian Point 2. Specifically, item

2.f of that Bulletin now requires that all licensees :

"[elstablish procedures to notify the NRC of any
{ emphasis added] service water sfstem leaks witnin
containment via special license 9 event report (24
t. curs with written report f.n 14 days) as a degrada-
tion of a containment boundary."

Thus. the NRC has determined that Oervice water leaks of the

type e::perienced at Indian Point 2 (or for that matter any leak
!

, _ at all regardless of size) should hencedorth be considered and

reported as " degradation" (but not abnormal degradation) of.

'

". a containment boundary. This indicates that a broader inter-

,.
pretation should now be applied to what is reportable under

.

Technical Specification 6.9.1.7.1.c for Indian Point 2 and for
all licensees in general.

- 13 -
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.

This requirement was not in effect on October 17, 1980, how-

. ever, and cannot properly be applied retrospectively in order

to sustain a violation against Consolidated Edison. Because
~.

'the NRC's perception that such leakage should be reported within

'

one day occurred after and as a result of the October 17, 1980'

-; event, it cannot be heard to claim that a report pursuant to

Technical Specification 6.9.1.7.1.c was required at the time
.

*

of the event.

Consolidated Edison accordingly denies that paragraph I.B of
,

the Notice of Violation properly sets forth a violation.

.

The assumption that the supposed violation of a 24-hour report-

ing requirement of " abnormal primary containment degradation";

constitutes a Severity Level III violation is said to rest on

Footnote 17 of the Interim Enforcement Policy (45 FR at 66757),

which states that:

" All violations associated with a particular event
or problem will be categorized at the same e'9arity
level, even though similar violations, if not .

associated with the event, might otherwise have
been categorized at a lower severity level (e.g.,
the failure to post a radiation warning sign,

'

which would nar' ally be a Severity Level IV v(ola--.

tion, would t. utegorized as a Severity Level II-

violation if ._ contributed to an actual over-
exposure exceeding 5 rems).".

.

Thus, this claim of violation associated with a 24-hour report-
ing requirement may only be of the Severity Level of the one-

hour reporting claim alleged under 10 CFR 50.72. As set forth at

pp. 7-10, above, neither may properly be considered a Severity
Level III violation.

.

- 14 -
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:

Furthermore, Footnote 17 refers to discrete acts, such as !

the failure to post a warning sign, which contribute in some

causal way to a more serious violation. The characterization-

given to Footnote 17 here instead impermissibly seeks to create
,
,

multiple violations from a single act (i.e., the alleged non-
.

reporting), and to create two violations when only one may exist.

Given the Interim Enforcement Policy's provisions for escalation*

.

of enforcement sanctions for repeat violations (45 FR at 66757-58),
.

the number of violations with which a licensee is charged is of

more than academic interest. Even under the Staff's view of the

f acts, Consolidated Edison has committed but one act of non-

reporting, and it is accordingly unfair and inappropriate for

it to accumulate two violations for the single alleged omission.

.

e

4

0
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PLANNED ACTIONS TO IMPROVE NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES:

- Although we do not agree that this event was reportable as

stated, the enhanced reporting described as the corrective
,
,

action for Item I.A will assure a more comprehensive infor-
.

mation flow to the regulatory staff in a manner sufficient

' to permit independent assessment of the potential consequences
;.

of such events. In addition, the requirements of IE Bulletin
.

i 80-24 Action Item 2.f. will be followed for reporting leaks in

*
the service water system inside containment. These notification

procedure changes will be accomplished prior to return to service

of the unit.

!

|
|

!

!

.

: ..

: o

{ -
,

G
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OFFICE OF INSPECTION AMD ENFORCEMENT STATEMENT OF
ALLEGED VIOLATIONS

- .

. II. The station Technical Specifications and Quality Assur$ wee
Program prescribe the management controls designed tv pre-
vent or mitigate a serious safety event. A number of
violations of management controls required in these docu--

ments occurred. The highest Severity Level associated
~

with these violations is Severity Level III. Because-

"

you could reasonably have been expected to have taken
effective measures to prevent this occurrence, civil
penalties for these violations have been increased by"-

25%. Therefore, a Civil Penalty - 550,000 is proposed.
The civil penalty has been distributed to the separate
violatiops as indicated below:

A. Technical Specification 6.5.1.6 states in part that,
"The Station Nuclear. Safety Committee shall be
responsible for:...

f. Review of facility operations to detect po-,

tential safety hazards...."

Contrary to the above, the Station Nuclear Safety
Committee did not review, prior to a reactor start-
up on October 20, 1980, the potential safety hazards
associated with the flooding event of October 17,,

1980 during which the hot reactor vessel and various
stainless steel components were wetted with cold,
brackish river water.

This is a Severity Level III violation (Supplement
I.C.2 of the Interim Enforcement Policy) . Civil
Penalty - $20,000.

.

W

*:

.
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DISCUSSION:

Paragraph II of the Notice of Violation concludes as an-

,

overall matter that "a number of violations of management
.,

controls" had been identified, and that the highest was

Severity Level III, representing " violations [which].

'

. involve actual or high potential impact on the public"

(45 FR at 66755) . The "more serious" violation as set forth
'

,

in the Notice of Violation is II. A, alleging that the Station

Nuclear Safety Committee failed to perform a metallurgical

safety review prior to reactor startup on October 20, 1960.
i

Each of the remaining five scparate violations contained in

paragraph II was . escalated to Severity Level III via Footnote

17 of the Interim Enforcement Policy, quoted above at p. 14,

i notwithstanding that most of the alleged violations would be

of a lesser severity absent escalation. In order to be subiect

to escalation under Footnote 17, the violations must a.ll be

.i " associated with a particular event or problem," with the lesser

violations "contribut[ing]" to the more serious violation.
~

1

p Prior to plant startup on October 20, 1980, the accumulation

i ~ of water on the containment floor was not considered a signifi-

,' cant event from a safety standpoint requirinc Station Nuclear

Safety Comittee review. At that time, it had not been ascer-
.

,

tained that the reactor vessel had been wet ad, and there was
,

no known potential safety hazard to review.

;

i

l

!

- 18 -
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.

The theore.tical safety issues presented by the wetting of
.

the reactor vessel and the various stainless steel components
|*

*

have upon subsequent review been found not to be safety |

. problems at all. Even though there were no actual safety
,

problems, and even though the Safety Committee was unaware,

of the vessel wetting at the time of this alleged violation,"-

'

Consolidated Edison nonetheless agrees that the Committee

should have reviewed all relevant safety considerations --

however remote -- af ter the discovery of substantial amounts

of water inside containment and prior to reactor startup.

We thus acknowledge that a violation occurred as set forth in

paragraph II. A of the Notice of Violation.

Our acknowledgement that the Station Nuclear Safety Committee-

did not consider whether there was a potential safety hazard
i

is certainly not the same as saying that any hazard ever
existed. No safety functions were ever precluded during the

leakage event, and as fully borne out by our subsequent in-

vestigation, at no time was there ar. potential or actual
.

,
hazard. T'.e Company therefore denies that this violation.

-

constitutes a Severity Level III violation under the Interim.

*

Enforcement Policy, there being no " actual or high potential*

.

impact on the public" (45 FR at 66755). Since the paragraph

II. A violation cannot be properly characterized as a Set 3rity
Level III violation, neither can the "boote, trapped" violations
alleged in paragraphs II.B through II.F.

19 --

_
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' Consolidated Edison also disputes that the Notice of Violation i

1

isproperly states a deficiency in a " system," as that concept
.

set forth in Supplement I.C.2 of the Interim Enforcement |

.' Policy, quoted above at p. 9. It was generally thought prior

to this Staff action that " system" contemplated hardware, not-

personnel, and that presumption is furthered by'the Enforce-
,

ment Policy's reference to "off site power being unavailable"
.

as an illustration.

To the extent that the Policy is to be applied to management,

no indication has been provided as to when an isolated in-

stance of personnel error (such as the inconel to stainless
weld violation of paragraph II.F) might suddenly be elevated
to the status of a serious violation by merely characterizing

it as a " system" failure. For example, none of the lesser

severity violations alleged in paragraphs II.B through II.F

contributed to the paragraph II.A violation as required by

Footnote 17, yet all are characterized -- we submit ihappro-

priately -- as Severity Level III because of a supposed con-
nection with a " system" failure.

'

Lastly, the Company disputes that the management control-

system violations alleged in paragraph II of the Nctice of
,

Violation may properly be increased by 25 percent. Under-
.

the Interim Enforcement Policy, such an increase would be

appropriate only "...in cases where a licensee could

reasonably have been expected to have taken effective

- 20-
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preventive measures" (45 FR at 66756). The Notice of 1

Violation suggests no factual basis for such a finding,
.

- and indeed the Interim Enforcement Policy contemplates

egregious situations where a licensee disregards actual

knowledge of a condition gained from prior NRC inspection-

or licensee audits and the like (45 FR at 66756).,

On ' he specific subject of the adequacy of our management.

control system at Indian Point 2 as raised in paragraph II

of the Notice, we refer to an audit conducted by the Office

of Inspection and Enforcement in their report dated September

2, 1980. The report of that audit found that:

"It was the general view that management i

interpreted the technical specifications '

literally or conservatively (with respect
to safety) and that plant operators had
no reservations about shutting the plant
down if, in their opinion, technical
specification limits or other safety
considerations required it. Based on
the above interviews, indications were
that plant and corporate management's
first priority was safe operation and
that the operating staff was aware cf
this priority."-

violations premised upon an overall iailure in the management

control system should accordingly be dismissed.,

.

9

4
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PLANNED ACTIONS TO MODIFY SNSC RESPONFIBILITIES:

Three areas of activity are planned to increase SNSC-

awareness of situations ehere its review may be desirable,
.,

and to encourage improvement in its overall effectiveness:
~

.

1. The role of FNSC, especially in the area of review of,

f acility operations to detect potential safety aazards,
.

- will be re-emphasized to committee members as well as

all members of the operations staff.

2. The training and periodic retraining programs will be

enhanced by revision to appropriate curriculum material

to emphasize the safety review role of SNSC and of in-

dividuals, and to increase the awareness of operations

staff to situations where SNSC review may be desirable.

3. SNSC will participate in a systematic review, on'a

periodic basis, of maintenance activities with potential
4

safety consequences even though they may not be asso-

ciated with a change or modification to the facility

otherwise requiring review.
.

. 4. Operating procedures will be revised to require prior
,

*

SNSC review of reactor startup if the Senior Watch
'

Supervisor or Shift Technical Advisor either have not

positively identified the cause of the reactor trip
.

- 22 -
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1.

l

,

.k

or have determined that startup may involve unusual con-

ditions.
,

These changes will be accomplished prior to return to service..

In addition, Consolidated Edison will review the requirements-

imposed on its safety committees with an aim towards reducing*

the volume of routine documentation review and increasing the
.

intensity of safe'ty matter reviews. This is an ongoing

activity that will increase the ability of its various

Committees to also review routine operations objectively.

Progress will be reviewed by Consolidated Edison management

annually.

,

.| '

~

..

.

*e

!
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OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT STATEMENT OF
ALLEGED VIOLATION

~

II. B. Technical Specification 6.8.1 requires that procedures
shall be established, implemented and maintained to meet
the requirements and recommendations of Appendix A to.

Regulatory Guide 1.33-1972, and ANSI N18.7-1972, sections
5.1 and 5.3.

.

1. Regulatory Guide 1.33-1972, Appendix A, paragraph
H.1, calls for procedures of a type appropriate to-

the circumstanc.es to assure that instruments and
controls are properly calibrated and adjusted to
maintain accuracy..

2. Regulatory Guid+t 1.33, Appendix A, paragraph R.2
calls for pccccdures to implement each surveillance
test, inspection or calibration listed in the
Technical Specifications. Technical Specification
3.1.F.1 requires a safety evaluation whenever re-
actar coolant system leakage is indicated by the
mesas available.,

3. ANSI N18.7-1972, Section 5.3, states that procedures
shall provide an approved preplanned method of con-

. ducting operations. Section 5.3.2.6 states that limi-
tations on parameters being controlled and appropriate
corrective measures to return the parameter to the
normal control band should be specified.

4. ANSI N18.7-1972, Section 5.1.6.1, states that main-
: . tenance or modifications that may affect functioning

of safety related systems shall be performed to
assure quality and that maintenance shall be properly
preplanned and performed in accordance with written

j procedures appropriate to the circumstances.

Contrary to the above, procedures were not established,
implemented and maintained in that, respectively:

.

1. No setpoints for containment sump pump operation were
i /, Lt.cluded in the surveillance test, P T-R 2A , " Containment

'

i Sump Level Analog Test", Revision 2, which verified.

sump pump operability; and,4

2. Procedures were not established or implemented for the
condensate flow leak detection system or the contain-
ment humidity detectors which would satisfactorily
. implement Technical Specification 3.1.F.1 to detect
reactor coolant system leakage; and,

- 24 -
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3. Procedures were not established which would provide
for a preplanned method of controlling the contain-
ment sump level. Specifically, no control band or-
maximum sump level was specified, nor were corrective
measures detailed; and,

- 4. Site administrative procedures were not established,
implemen*:ed and maintained to provide guidance as to
when written approved procedures were required for
maintenance activities or as to when maintenance

~

activities would constitute a modification, both of

'

which require review and concurrence by the Station-

Nuclear Safety Committee.

In accordance with Footnote 17 to Section B of the Interim-

Enforcement Policy this is categorized as a Severity Level
III. Civil Perialty - S10,000.

<.

G

e

*

. -

.

-
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DISCUSSION OF PARAGRAPH II.B.1 AND 3:

Because of the similarity of the allegations in these two-

paragraphs, they are covered by the same discussion..,

ANSI N18.7 - 1972 states in Section 1. that the require-
.

ments of this Standard apply to all activities affecting
.

the safety-related functions of nuclear power plant struc-

tures, systems, and components. In the design basis for the,

plant, the containment sump pumps are not defined as safety

related by either the Commission or Consolidated Edison.

Accordingly, operability and surveillance requirments for

these pumps are not included in the facility Technical

Specifications.

Float settings for starting and stopping the pumps were set

so as not to allow the level in the sump to reach the 46'

elevation. No procedures were deemed necessary to docu-

ment the on/off setpoints. Based on operating experience

prior to commercial operation, the original settings for

starting and stopping the containment sump pumps were changed

to permit the pump, once started, to run for a longer period,

'

to prevent frequent starts and stops. The setting criteria
'

, used were to make certain the pump did not run dry and that

the sump was approximately one-half full before the pump..

started. Test Procedure PT-R2A is used to verify this during
refueling outages. Thus a procedure did exist, appropriate

to the circumstances, for the containment s ump pump s .

26 --
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Successful operation of these pumps since initial instal-

lation supports the appropriateness of the procedures.

.

It should be noted that operation of these pumps using the

above criteria for float setpoints had been satisfactory since-

the start of commercial operation of the unit up until the
,

occurrence. Furthermore, the absence of a float setpoint
,

procedure did not contribute to the accumulation of water

in the containment during October 1980.>-

Contrary to the allegation of paragraph II.B.3, a procedure

was established to provide a preplanned method of controlling

the centainment sump level. Level control switch settings

were physically preset to assure a proper control band and

procedure PT-R2A was implemented to verify operability.

As stated previously, no safety significance was accorded the

containment sump pumps, taerefore a setpoint calibration value

was not specifi m included in a procedure nor considered

necessary. The absence of a specific setpoint value did not

~

contribute to the accumulation of water in the containment

during October, 1980. Consolidated Edison accordingly denies

that a violation is ' set forth in paragraphs II.B.1 or 3 of-

. the Notice of Violation.
.

For the reasons set forth at pp. 7-10 and 19-20 above, these-

matters are in any event not properly Severicy Level III

violations. In paragraphs II.B.1 and 3 of the Notice of Vio-

lation there is additionally an inappropriate and unwarranted

- 27 - -
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application of Footnote 17 of the Interim Enforcement Policy,

whereby contentions relating to sump pump operaticas and pro-
'

cedures are " bootstrapped" into a claimed Level III status,

. based upon their purported similarity with a distinct claim

of violation relating to the Station Nuclear Safety Committee,
.

' paragraph II.A. This conflicts with the requirements of Foot-
r

note 17 that " bootstrapped" violations in such situations must

be " associated with a particular problem.".

.

r

6

%-

.

G
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DISCUSSION OF PARAGRAPH II.B.2:

'

, Regulatory Guide 1.33 Appendix A, paragraph H.2 calls for pro-

cedures to implement each surveillance test, inspection and.
.

|
calibration listed in the Technical Specifications. Require- '

.

'. ments for surveillance testing, inspection and calibration are'

contained in Section 4 of the Indian Point Unit 2 Technical
.

e. Specifications. There are no requirements in Section 4 of the

Unit 2 Technical Specifications for periodic surveillance testing,

inspection and calibration of the Dew Point and' Fan Cooler

Condensate Flow Monitoring Systems. However, to assure

operability of these systems, they are included in a biennial

surveillance program. In accordance with this program, the
,

'
dew point recorder and weir level transmitters are cclibration

; checked every two years and readjusted for proper operation

where necessary.

Additionally, there is a procedure for evaluating reactor

coolt.nt system leakage. The procedure, Station Operating

Procedure 1.7 (" Reactor Coolant System Leakage Surveillance
,

] , and Safety Evaluation"), describes the methods and monitorir.g

;[ systems available for determining Reactor Coolant System leakage
rates. The procedure describes how the Volume Control Tank,

- level, the Containment Air Particulate and Radiogas activity
monitors, the Dew Point System and the Fan Cooler Condensate

Flc'w Monitors are used in determining the Reactor Coolant

j Syr, tem leakage rate.

.

- 29 -,
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The Technical Specifications require two reactor coolant leak
,

i

detection systems employing different principles be operable
.

when the reactor is critical. One of these systems must be

'
sensitive to radioactivity. The humidity and weir flow sys-

tems are back-ups to the radiation detectors and, in fact, only.

.

one of these backup systems need be operable according to the
,

,

. Technical Specification requirements. The procedure requires

' '
that changes in the readings of these systems, as well as their

absolute value, be taken into consideration when evaluating

the data. The procedure also points out that if dew point

and/or weir flow values increase, but changes are not observed

in any of the radiation detection systems, than the leak most

probably is not from the Reactor Coolant System.;

These' procedures adequately implement the Technical Specifi-
4

cations applicable to Reactor Coolant System leakage. We

accordingly do not concur that procedures were not estab-

i
lished or implemented for the condensate flow leak detection

system or the containment humidity detectors which would

satisfactorily implement Technical Specification 3.1.F.1.
.

Furthermore, for the reasons set forth at pp. 7-10 above,
,

the claimed violation would not under any circumctance be,

-

properly considered as Severity Level III. No suggestion
'

is made th at the claimed noncompliance with condensate flow
j

leak detection system requirements " involve (s) actual or high4:

!
'

.

- 30 -
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.

. potential impact or.-the public" (45 FR 66755), and this sup-

- posed violation is unrelated to the Station Nuclear Safety

-Committee contention to which it is bootstrapped. Neithere,

claim is proper.'v a Severity Level III violation, see pp. 18,28.
.

.

.

.

e

e

e

9

45

.

4

|

|
1

I
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- DISCUSSION OF PARAGRAPH II.B.4:

'

|When the proposed activity has been deemed to be a modifi- )
i

''

cation by engineers in the maintenance group, the cor-

responding " Request for Safety Evaluation" for that activity- .

( is processed by the Nuclear Systems Engineering Subsection

in accordance with Company procedures.
.

This Subsection rev'ews the activity to be performed and

determines if the activity falls within the scope of NRC
'

regulations concerning changes. If it does net, a notification

I to this effect is issued. If it does, a safeuy evaluation is

performed as required by 10 CFR 50.59 to determine whether an

unreviewed safety question exists. If no unreviewed safety
4

- question exists, the written safety evaluation is issued.

; In addition to a safety evaluation, Engineering prepares a

modi"ication procedure in accordance with Company procedures.
_

This modification procedure (which includes the safety evalua-

| tion) is reviewed by Quality Assurance and the Station Nuclear

Safety Committee (SNSC). All safety evaluations are also re-
' -

,

viewed by the Nuclear Facilities Safety Committee. If it is
,

," determined as a result of these reviews that an unreviewed,

safety question does exist, and the scope of the activity,

cannot be changed to preclude such a determination, the

activity is submitted to the NRC for review and approval.

|

|

-32-
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Plant maintenance personnel are aware of the requirement to

have plant modifications reviewed by the Station Nuclear Safety.

Committee, and'SNSC has in fact reviewed over the years
.
.

innumerable maintenance activities which constituted plant

modifications. The Central QA&R field office at the plant,~ '

,

'

which reports offsite to the Director of QA&R, reviews ar.d* ~

,

monitors maintenance and modification activities at the plant

~ to assure that the QA program is being implemented.

With regard to guidance as to when maintenance activities

constitute a modification, SAO 102 states that:

2.5 Each Subsection or Staf f Mead charged with the respon -
sibility for development acd approval of procedures
(of the type described in w.g. Guide 1.33) shall:

2.5.4 Assure that each procedure / procedure change
which would render Final Safety Analysis
Report or subsequent safety' analysis report
inaccurate or may involve an unreviewed
nuclear safety question is approved, before
implementation, by the SNSC.

2.5.5 Assure that each procedure / proc,edure change
which would make the Final Safety Analysis
Report, or any later safety analysis report,
inaccurate has a written justification of why
an unreviewed nuclear safety question is not,

involved..

.

SAO 102, Revision 5 dated June 20, 1979 provides guidance as to
,

2 . :

when written and approved procedures are required for maintenance.

activities. Specifically, this document states:-

2.1 Each proposed procedure / procedure change involving nuclear
safety related components and/or operation of same shall
receive a pre-implementation review by the Station Nuclear

33 --
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Safety Committee (SNSC) except in an emergency situation.
The attached cover sheet (Exhibit 1) shall document this
and other required approval. " Safety related components"
are those which are used in activities listed in NRC '

.

Regt'.latory Guide 1.33, Appendix A and: ;

.

a. Form or are within the primary pressure boundary
or

,

b. are accident preventing structures and/or systems,
*- ,o r .

, .

..

c. are aedident mitigating structures and/or systems,
- ~or

d. contain radioactive materials as specified by
Operating License DPR 26.

An " emergency", as used herein, exists when continued or
safe plant operation is in jeopardy directly due to lack
of a procedure / procedure change and SNSC review cannot be
readily obtained (e.g., off-hours).4

2.5 Each Subsection or Staff Head charged with the responsi-
bility for development and approval of procedures (of the
type described in Reg. Guide 1.33) shall:

l - 2.5.1 dave procedure (s) covering activities under his
jurisdiction that affect nucleat safety (ANSI
N18.7-1976, Par. 5.3).

2.5.3 Assure that each procedure / procedure change
involving nuclear safety related components
and/or operation of same receives a pre-implemen-
tation review by the SNSC except in an emergency
situation.

.

Maintenance Administrative Directive, MAD-4, Rev. 1, dated*

1 August 1, 1978, implements the requirements of this SAO with
.

respect to maintenance activities.
,,

We therefore disagree that site administrative procedures

were not established, implemented and maintained to provide

-
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guidance as to when written approved procedures were required

for maintenance activities, or when maintenance activities-

would constitute a modification, both of which required,.
,

review and concurrence by the Station Nuclear Safety Committee. l

.

Accordingly, Consolidated Ediscn denies that a violation is

''

stated in peragraph II.B.4 of the Notice of Violation.

*

For the reasons set forth at pp. 7-10 and 18 above, such a
|

claimed violation is not under any circumstances appropriately;

construed as Severity Level III.

!

!

!

.

I
? .

a

*

.
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PLANNED ACTIONS TO MODIFY MAINTENANCE AND SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM:

.

While Consolidated Edison disagrees that any violations

.

occurred as claimed in paragraph II.B of the Notice of Viola-

. tion, the following steps are being taken as a result of this

event:.

1. The containment sump system will be reclassified.-

" Class A" in accordance with Con Edison's CI240-1 and|

the equivalent level of quality required by 10 CFR 50

App. B. Thus all future maintenance and modification

work on this system will be in accordance with these
i
'

requirements.

2. Procedures for testing, calibration, and maintenance

will be developed and implemented consistent with the

new classification.

3. Consolidated Edison will proposed revisions to the

Facility Technical Specifications to include limiting

conditions for operation and surveillance require-

ments for the various leakage detection systems.

4. Revisions to key administrative directives will be.

| made to clarify the guidance on what constitutes,

'

a modification.
~

5. An extensive review is being conducted of the Nuclear

and Non-Nuclear equipment surveillance and testing

programs with the goal of upgrading the Non-Nuclear

- 36 -
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..

programs to the same level of attention given safety-

related nuclear systems.

.

Item 1 will be accomplished immediately and Items 2, 3, and 4
,

1.,

will be' completed prior to return to service.

.

.
.

.

b

*i

.

We
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OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT STATEMENT OF
ALLEGED VIOLATION

.

II. C. 10CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion II requires that:
.
.

...The quality assurance program shall provide con-"

trol over activities affecting the quality of the
identified.. systems, and components..."..

_

FSAR Volume A, Attachment A-2, " Quality Assurance..
*

Program (ANSI N18.7 Format) Revised June, 1977",
Foreward, states that:

.

"The following quality assurance program conforms to.

the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. Additionally,
Con Edison commits to have a Quality Assurance Program
satisfying the requirements and guidelines of the
following ANSI Standards and complying with the Regu-
latory Position in the Regulatory Guides as modified
by Table A and Table B.

ANSI Standards

N18.7-1976 ' Administrative Control and Quality
Assurance for the Operational Phase ,

of Nuclear Power Plants ' . "
4

ANSI 18.7, Paragraph 5.2.7.1, " Maintenance Programs"
states that:

"The causes of malfunction shall be promptly determined,
evaluated and recorded..."

Contrary to the above, despite continued malfunctions
(i.e., leaks) in the fan cooler units between 1973 and

; October, 1980, the causes of the malfunctions had not
'

been determined or recorded, and evaluations of the
causes had not been completed.

.

In accordance with Footnote 17 to Section B of the
Interim Enforcement Policy this is categorized as a

f Severity Level III Violation. Civil Penalty - S10,000.'

.

e
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DISCUSSION:

NRC regulations, 10 CFR, Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion II.*

require that:.

The quality assurance program shall provide control
over activities affecting the quality of the
identified structures, system, and components, to
an extent consistent with their importance to.

safety.

.

More specifically with respect to malfunctions, NRC regulations,

10 CFR, Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, states that:

Measures shall be established to assure that con-
ditions adverse to quality such as malfunctions...
are promptly identified and corrected. In the case
of significant conditions adverse to quality, the
measures shall assure that the cause of the condi-
tion is determined and corrective actic n taken to
preclude repetition.

The NRC regulations indicate that the extent of control over

plant systems should be consistent with the importance of that

system to safety. The applicable regulations require that

all malfunctions be 'promptly identified and corrected".

Consolidated Edison's Quality Assurance (QA) Program complies,

with the NRC regulations and has been approved by the NRC.
'

We accordingly do not agree that a violation occurred as

,' claimed in paragraph II.C of the Notice of Violation. All

leaks in the fan cooler units were "promptly identified and.

corrected". The leaks were all pin hole '_eaks in brazed or

welded joints, or in fan cooler tubes.

.

$

1
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I
In addition to identifying and repairing all leaks, the |

causes of the fan cooler leaks were in fact both determined.

and, to the extent appropriate, documented. In 1973, leaks

developed in the fan cooler unit motor cooler heat exchangers.
'

. The leaks developed in the tube stub ends where they were brazed

*

to the manifold. All five motor coolers were removed and sent4

,

to Consolidated Edison's laboratory. Careful inspection by Con-

solidated Edison revealed evidence of some inscance of poor fit-

up in.the brazing operation during manufacturing, with non'

uniform clearance and non-uniform flow of' brazing material.

This laboratory analysis was documented in a March 1973 report

of the analysis, which was widely distributed within Consoli-

dated Edison, and in particular to Indian Point plant personnel.
The design and fabrication of the motor cooler stub ends were

very similar to *he design and fabrication of the f an cooler

main heat exchanger stub ends. Therefore, it was a reason-

able engineering judgment to assume that the few subsequent -

leaks in the stub ends on both the motor cooler 'nd the main

heat exchangers were also caused by poor control of the brazing
operation. This judgment has been confirmed by our examinations

.

and tests of the heat exchangers since October 17, 1980.
:.>

.

Prior to the October 1980 incident, all leaks in the mid
.

body tubes developed only in one section of fan cooler unit

| 25. After the first leaks developed in the tubes of that

| -
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.

[j sect;,n, Consolidated Edison promptly ordered and obtained a

replacement section.
,

The leaks in the service water lines were in welded joints.

in the cement lined carbon steel pipe, in close proximity to

the copper nickel piping. These leaks are known to be caused-

by corrosion accelerated by galvanic corrosion due to the

proximity of the dissimilar metals.' - -

NRC S,taff's assertion that the evaluation of the cause of

le3ks had not been completed is true. In order to confirm

prior evaluations, mo'nitoring of the leakage continued during

operation to assure that leaks were not caused by processes

not previously detected.

These evaluations continued even after the decision to reolace
the fan cooler units was made, confirming that Consolidated

Edison had correctly identified the cause of the leakage,
*

as described above.

For these reasons, there was no violation of applicable NRC

regulations in connection with the prompt identification and

correction of the ssses of fan cooler leakage prior to October

1980. Consolidated Edison's attention to the fan cooler system
5 and its maintenance was entirely appropriate to the operational.

experience. Even if a noncompliance be assumed, arguendo,

for the reasons set forth at pp. 7-10 and 18 above, a Severity
Level III violation would not be present, as alleged in

Paragraph II.C of the Notice of Violation.
Y
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PLANNED ACTIONS TO MODIFY QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM:

..

The licensee intends to modify its conduct of quality assur-

ance activities so that they are in excess of present regulatory'
'

requirements. The Station Nuclear Safety Committee and the
.

f; Quality Assurance and Reliability Department will participate
;-

in systematic reviews on a periodic basis of equipment mal-

functions and their cepairs. Action to initiate these reviews'

j

:
will be taken prior to return to service.

I

l

|
;

!

|

|
*

|
|

|
|
i

-

|

|
i

|
\

,

I *.

!*

-

.
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OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT STATEMENT OF
ALLEGED VIOLATION

.

II. D. '10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion II, states "...The.

quality assurance program shall provide control over
activities affecting the quality of the identified...
systems, and components...'-

i FSAR Volume A, Attachment A-2, " Quality Assurance Pro-
gram ( ANSI N18.7 Format) Revised June, 1977", Foreward,
states "The following quality assurance program conforms
to the requirements of 10 Cie' 50, Appendix B. Addi-.

tionally, Con Edison commits to have a Quality Assur-
ance Program satisfying the requirements and guidelines
of the following ANSI Standards...

ANSI Standards

N18.7-1976 ' Administrative Control and Quality
Assurance for the Operational Phase
of Nuclear Power Plants ' . ",

ANSI 18.7-1976, Paragraph 5.2.7.1, Maintenance Pro-
grams, states in part. "A maintenance program shall
be developed to maintain safety related... systems...at
the quality required for them to perform their intended
functions... Planning for maintenance shall include
evaluation of the use of... materials in the performance
of the task...".

10 CFR 50.59(b) states, in part, that the licensee shall
maintain records of changes"in the facility which in-
clude a written safety evaluation that provides the
bases for the determination that a change does not
involve an unreviewed safety question.

Technical Specification 6.5.1.6 requires that "The-

Station Nuclear Safety Committee (SNSC) shall be.

responsible for: ...

d. Review of all proposed changes or modifications.

to plant systems of equipment that affect nuclear
safety..."< ~

Contrary to the above, modifications were made to the
fan cooler unit cooling coils and service water lines
during maintenance performed between 1973 and July,
1979 without review by the SNSC and without an evalua-
tion being conducted to demonstrate the suitability

-43-
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of epoxy sealant material to perform its intended
function under loss of coolant accident (LOCA) condi-
tions. In August, 1979 an evaluation of the epoxy
sealant material was made, which did not consider all-

of the post-LOCA conditions or the specific mode in
which the sealant was used. Subsequent to this, the.,

plant was operated at power and additional repairs
were made on July 7 and 25, 1980 and on October 3,
18 and 19, 1980..

/' In accordance with Footnote 17 to Section B of the
Interim Enforcement Policy this is cacegorized as a-

Severity Level III Violation. Civil Penalty - $ 5,000.
.-

e
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DISCUSSION:

Since the use of epoxy in no way alters the basic structure-

of the piece of. equipment on which it is applied and does,
,

not affect or degrade the equipment's ability to perform its
.

function, the use of epoxy was correctly determined to be a
.

~

repair and not a modification. There was accordingly no non-

compliance with either ANSI or NRC requirements respecting,

system changes or modifications. As with most maintenance or

repair activities, an epoxy repair simply returns the equip-

ment to its original leak tight condition without changing
its safety function. There was no change to the system as

.

described in the Final Safety Analysis Report. All past

changes to the fan cooler service water piping that were
deemed modifications were reviewed by the Station Nuclear*

Safety Committee. Therefore, since the use of epoxy is a
repair, rather than a modification or a change, there is no
. requirement that its use be reviewed by the Station Nuclear
Safety Committee.

At the time that Con Edison used epoxy in maintenance of the
'

fan cooler units, the ability of epoxy to perform satisfac-

torily during normal operation and under conditions of high
-

.

temperature, pressure, radiation, and caustic solutions>
,,

was known and documented. The adequacy of these repairs

has been proven in practice, because no epoxy repair has

ever f ailed af ter being placed in service on the Indian Point
Unit 2 fan cooler system.
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Repair of leaks using epoxy has proven to be the most viable

method of repair as evidenced by test data and actual field
.

experience. It appears to be more satisfactory than brazing
~~

in the repair of stub tube leaks from a leak-tightness

viewpoint and totally eliminates the risk of weakening ad-.

,- jacent' brazed areas. Epoxy has also proven to be the most
,

ecliable means of repair for main tube leaks, greatly reduc-
.

ing the possioility of damage to adjacent tubes, as compared

to brazing, for example. This same material is also con-

sidered to be a reliable means of repair for brazed field

joints to avoid the header distortions which could occur by
braze repairs. Use of epoxy on weld leaks in cement lined

piping avoids the risk of damaging the adjacent cement liner.

This material has, in fact, stood up well during the past

summer and winter river water temperature cycles when used
for repairs at Indian Point.

With resp'ect to accident conditions, the acceptance criteria
were that the repairs maintain integrity under conditions

of cadiation, humidity, containment pressure and temperature

and water temperature conditions that might result from a,

'

loss of coolant accident. These consist of an accumulated-

*

dose of 2 x 108 rads, with relative humidity conditions
'

initially at 100% and containment air initially at 271 F and
47 psig.
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One type c epoxy used was supplied by Bonded Products. Inc.

Our review of the Handbook of Epoxy Resins (1967) and discus-
.

sions with the epoxy supplier indicated that the aromatic
'
-

type epoxy was among the types of epoxies tested for radia-

tion under a U.S. Government research contract and for Atomics.

.
International. This type of epoxy has an exposure capability.

'

o f 1 x 109 rads before the point of incipient damage is reached,
'"

and provides a safety margin of a factor of 5 or more over

the accumulated dose expected for the full course of a loss
of coolant accident. Thus, the epoxy has been established,

as able to perform its function during an accident without
risk of radiation damage.

The Bonded Products, Inc. epoxy is specified by the manuf ac-

turer to meet the requirements of military specification

MIL-R-17882D dated June 30, 1978 and the earlier version of
this document dated March 6, 1961, for general use on struc-

tures, piping and equipment including copper nickel pipe and
tubing. This military specification includes patches for

pressures of 200 psi minimum on ccpper nickel tubing. For
'

Indian Point 2, actual and potential service conditions for

cooler repairs are well below this specification pressure
.

differential. Additionally, the manuf acturer's test program
-

~

had qualified this epoxy for continuous service at 280 F.

A confirmation evaluation was performed during August 1979 at

,

.
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Consolidated Edison's Astoria Chemical Laboratory on 90-10 copper

nickel tubing. Af ter curing a sample tube with epoxy for 24
.

hours at 80 F and at 120 F, the test was performed in a steam
.

bath at 212 F for 24 hours. The 212 F test temperature is above

.

the maximum calculated temperature that the epoxy-to-tube-

interface would actually reach during LOCA conditions. After.,

removal from the steam bath, an attempt was made to chip the
.

epoxy from the tube and the epoxy was examined for, degradation.

The epoxy adhered to the material and there~was no indication

of spalling and no evidence of degradation. This further

substantiated that the mater!-l was suitable for repairs of

the containment coolers and motor coolers.

Additionally, during November 1980, NUS Corporation tested

Bonded Products, Inc. epoxy repairs on actual tube samples

removed from the Indian Point 2 cooler units. These tests

included cycling between 32 F and temperatures in excess of
* 271 F using ice water, steam and condensate conditions at

NUS Corporation's facilities. The test sampiv; had repairs

made on 1/8 inch drilled holes. The repairs successfully

withstood 140 psig tests reconfirming the original evaluation..

'

Another type of epoxy, which has been used since 1979, was.

.

supplied by Masterbond. This type of epoxy qualifies to.

General Services Administration Federal Specification numbers

MMM A13 2 and A 134 which in part require operating temperature

- 48 -
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capability to withstand a 300 F continuous operating tempera-

- - ture. The Bandbook of Epoxy Resins also reports the well known j

moisture and temperature capabilities of this epoxy. In addi-,
,

tion, radiation exposure tests performed by both Ciba-Geigy
^

,
and Radiation Dynamics (1973) have qualified this epoxy to

9'. 1 x 10 rads. Furthermore, this type epoxy is used by Wyle

Laboratories as a conduit sealer during the performance of
.

various environmental qaulifiication testing and it is

specifically exposed to environments of 340 F and 65 psig.

Accordingly, the Masterbond epoxy more than satisfies the

Indian Point 2 accident criteria and has been acceptable for

use.

For the foregoing reasons, Consolidated Edison does not agree

with the violation set forth in paragraph II.D of the Notice

of Violation. Even if a violation were deemed to have occurred,

for the reasons set forth at pp. 7-10 and 18 above, such a viola-

tion would not properly be categorized as Severity Level III.

.

4

e

.

.
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PLANNED ACTIONS RESPECTING MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR ACTIVITIES:

At the direction of the Chairman of the Nuclear Facilities-

Safety Committee, the Quality Assurance and Reliability Depart-.
,

ment is developing a new program to assure that a systematic
'

I
L review for safety implications is conducted of maintenance '

". activities. This program will exceed present regulatory
|, requirements applicable to maintenance and repa~.rs, and will

be initiated prior to return to service.

.

|
|

:

i

.

.

..

4
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OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT STATEMENT OF
ALLEGED VIOLATIONS

.

II. E. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI requires that
*. " Measures shall be established to assure that condi-

tions adverse to quality, such as failures, malfunc-
tions, deviations, defective material and equipment,

'

end nonconformances are promptly identified and
'

corrected.",
,

'

FSAR Volume A, Attachment A-2, " Quality Assurance
Program (ANSI N18.7. Format) Revised June, 1977",
Section 5.2.11, " Corrective Actions", states " Mea-''

sures have been established which ensure that condi-
tions adverse to plant safety which may occur during
work, e.g., maintenance, are promptly identified in
a Quality Control Inspection Report (QCIR) or a De-
ficiency Report (DR) and corrected.... The action
addressee on the Quality Control Inspection Report
(QCIR)... is responsible for either cor cting the
nonconformance or designating the organiza .on
responsible for completing the necessary corrective
actions. The managements of these desi.gnated organ-
izations are responsible for taking the necessary
corre:tive actions." Implementing Procedure SAO-113,
-Quality Control Reports and Stop Work Authority,
Revisions O and 1, Paragraph 2.7, states in part,
"In any case where the recipient of a QCIR is unable
to make a schedule. . . or does not agree with the
specific action called for, he will so inform the

QA Engineer . in writing. Feedback to the QA...

Engineer per the requirements above should be pro-
vided promptly, i.e., generally within three (3)
working days of the QCIR receipt."

Contrary to the above, the measures established did
not assure prompt correction in that:

1. The following QCIRs had not been responded to'-

promptly as no response has been received as
of October 29, 1980...

.

79-2-14, issued April 2, 1979--

79-2-27, issued May 27, 1979- --

79-2-43, issued July 17, 1979--

79-2-44, issued July 20, 1979--

79-2-74, issued September 17, 1979--

80-2-17, issued February 16, 1980--

80-2-19, issued March 17, 1980--

80-2-33, issued September 4, 1980--
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2. The following QCIRs were closed by the Quality
Assurance Engineer based on various types of
followup action but had never been responded to-

in writing.

G ~~ 78-2-27, issued February 23, 1978--

79-2-66, issued August 27, 1979--

79-2-77, issued November 29, 1979--
.

79-2-75, issued September 20, 1979--

80-2-13, issued February 14, 1980 i--

80-2-28, issued July 25, 1980
'

'' --

80-2-29, issued July 25, 1980--

80-2-39, issued October 2, 1980 j--

.. j

3. The following QCIRs wnich are closed had not been
responded to promptly.

.

73-2-184, issued November 15, 1973; responded--

to May 5, 1974
76-2-001, issued January 19, 1976; responded--

to March 9, 1976
77-2-89, issued June 9, 1977; responded to--

August 3, 1977 .

80-2-25, issued May 13, 1980; responded to--

July 17, 1980

In accordance with Footnote 17 to Section 8 of the
Interim Enforcement Policy this is categorized as a
Severity Level III Violation. Civil Penalty - S5,000.

.

.

9

m
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DISCUSSION:

.

Consolidated Edison S tation Administrative Order 113 recommends

but does not require that a response tc a QCIR be filed within''

three days. This is because in many cases it is impractical to
,

make the appropriate inquiries, evaluate the underlying problems,
. ,

formulate an approach to corrective action, and respond within

that time period. There are no NRC regulations or guidelines*

which stipulate a particular response time for quality control

documents such as QCIRs, and in this regard there were no vio-

lations as claimed in the Notice of Violation.

In early 1960, Consolidated Edison engaged a consultant to con-

duct an audit of our QCIR program. The final report of the audit

was received and changes have been initiated to the Corporate

Quality Assurance Program as a result of the audit recommend-

ations. These changes will result in upgrading the QCIR system

and will address in particular timely responses to QCIRs.

.

These QCIRs which were closed by the QA Engineer but not formally

rerjanded to in writing were used as allowed as an administrative

mettod to track repairs rather than for identifying and correcting*

condi..;ns adverse to quailty. These QCIas were appropriately-

.

closed out by the QA Engineer on the basis of work plans and
..

activities which he believed would constitute final action related

to these repairs.
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Con Edison therefore denies that a violation is set forth j

in paragraph II.E of the Notice of Violation. For the
,

reasons set forth at~pp. 7-10 and 18-20 above, the claimed
.,

violation could not under any circumstances properly be con-

*

strued as Severity Level III. The matters referred to in para-

'' graph II.E are not associated with any particular event or

problem referred to elsewhere in the Notice of Violation, and
.

did not " contribute" to the Station Nuclear Safety Committee

violation (paragraph II.A) to which paragraph II.E is " boot-

strapped" in order to conclude that it is a Severity Level III.

In fact,.the contentions of paragraph II.E., even if a viola-

tion were sustained, would only be of a much lesser Severity

Level.

.

O

h
. ,

e
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PLANNED ACTIONS RESPECTING QUALITY ASSURANCE PRCLRAM:

.

As mentioned previously, appropriate administrative docu-
I

ments related to the Quality Assurance Program are being*

revised to accomplish certain improvements recommended
.

by our internal audit. These improvements include stipu-
.

lation of response time for particular non-conformance

reports by designated personnel, contacting management*

of action addressee if response dates are not initially

met, and escalation to significant non-conformance

report status if response dates are again net met.

Periodically, reports of significant non-conformances

will be distributed to Vice Presidents of affected

organizations, and the Chairman of the Nuclear

Facilities Safety Committee. These changes will be

made and fully implemented prior to return to service.

.

@

d
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OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT STATEMENT OF
ALLEGED VIOLATION

.

II. F- 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VIII, " Identification and
Control of Materials, Parts, and Components", states that:.,

" Measures shall be established for the identification and
control of materials, parts, and components, including-

partially fabricated assemblies. These measures shall
assure that identification of the item is maintained by*

,

heat number, part number, serial number, or other appro-
priate means, either on the item or on records traceable

. - to the item, as required throughout fabrication, erection,
installation, and use of the item. These identification
and control measures shall be designed to prevent the use
of incorrect or defective material, parts, and compo-
nents."

FSAR Volume A, Attachment A-2, " Quality Assurance Program
(ANSI N18.7 Format) Revised June, 1977", Foreword, states
that "The following quality assurance program conforms to
the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. Additionally,
Con Edison commits to have a Quality Assurance Program
satisfying the requirements and guidelines of the follow-
ing ANSI Standards...

ANSI Standards

N18.7-1976 ' Administrative Control and Quality
Assurance for the Operational Phase
of Nuclear Power Plants'."

ANSI 18.7-1976, paragraph 5.2.7 states that:

" Maintenance or modifications which may affect functioning
'

of safety-related structures, systems, or componenns shall
be performed in a manner to ensure quality at least.

equivalent to that specified in original design bases. . . .
Maintenance or modification of equipment shall be pre-.

planned and performed in accordance with written procedures,
documented instructions or drawings appropriate to the
circumstances which conform to applicable codes. ",

Contrary to the above, maintenance repairs on the f an
*

cooler unit water heat exchanger flexible hoses were not
conducted in a preplanned manner and did not provide for
the control and identification of materials in that:
MWR 4156 and MWR 6508 completed in 1976 failed to identify
the as installed flexible hoses as Inconel 625 per Addendum
No. 1 (dated September 2, 1972) to Specificiation 9321-01-
248-76, assumed the materials to be austenitic stainless
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,

steel, removed the center section of the existing hose |
leaving a short 2 inch stub section of the original hose j

and installed a stainless steel replacement. A P8 to P8, l

austenitic stainless steel welding procedure was utilized*

!. for the P8 to Inconel dissimilar metal joint. An austeni->

- tic stainless steel flexible hose was substituted for the
j Inconel 625 hose required by the design specification. ;.,

| In accordance with Footnote 17 to Section B of the Interim
| Enforcement Policy this is categorized as a Severity Level.

! III.
1.

!

i
i9

!

.

i

5

i

|

|

|

| ~
..

|.

.
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DISCUSSION -

In 1975, consolidated Edison replaced an Inconel hose having*

a' braided stainless sheath. The'then existing hose was believed
.

to be' stainless. The replacement hose was 321 stainless steel
,

with 304 stainless steel veld ends. Stub ends of the actual
~~

inconel hose were left in place. A weld procedure which was

qualified for stainless welding was used because of the incorrect.

material identification. The two alloys are similar in that

they are materials containing chromium and nickel, although

inconel.contains more nickel than stainless steel, they are

both structurally austenitic. Both alloys are suitable for

usa in . the Service Water System.

-

However, since there was an incorrect material identification,
,

there was a violation as set forth in paragraph II.F of the
,

Notice of Violation.

;

) An Engineering evaluation has been completed which concluded

that the welding procedure that was used would yield a weld
;

i with an acceptable level of quality, and the examination ot'

the weld conformed to system requirements. These welds have
,

given satisf actory service since 1975.
,

.

While this is a violation, it should not be considered a*

.

Severity Level III violation under the Policy. There was no

exceedence of a Limiting Condition for. Operation, and the

system was fully capable of performing its intended function.-

! |
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|

|

The materials and weld procedure used are qualified for use in

the service water piping system. At worst, this violation.

could be considered ta have " minor safety significance", in
,,

which case the violation would be considered a Severity Level
~

VI violation (45 FR at 66758).
-

.

This item of noncompliance should not be bootstrapped to a

Severity Level III violation merely because it was detected*

during an investigation in which the NRC Staff asserts there

were other Severity Level III violations. This is an in-

appropriate use of Footnote 17 of the Interim Enforcement

Policy, which contemplates an event which contributes in

,
some causal manner to the more serious violation with which

|

it is connected, see pp. 18, 28 above. Here there is no
|

! causative connection whatsoever, and the violation is unrela ced

to the accumulation of water in containment in October 1980.

!

i

i*
.

.

A

e
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ACTIONS TO PREVENT RECURRENCE:

i

This is an isolated instance of an inadvertent misidentifica-.

tion of two very similar materials which has not resulted in
..

:c any failure for over five years. Maintenance personnel will
'

be cautioned regarding the importance of proper material

*
identification, especially in maintenance operations involving-

welding. Where questions may exist regarding material identi-
,

fication, metallurgical assistance is to be requested f rom

Engineering and/or the Chemical Laboratories.

The above will be carried out immediately.

.

9 '

.

0

.

e
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OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT STATEMENT OF
. ALLEGED. VIOLATION

.

III. NRC's Confirmatory Order to Consolidated Edison Company of
New York, Inc., dated February 11, 1980, ordered the licensee
to establish and man the Shift Technical Advisor (STA) posi-*-

tion within ninety days.

*

NRC's letter to All Operating Nuclear Power Plants, dated
September 13, 1979, titled " Followup Actions Resulting From
The NRC Staff Reviews Regarding The Three Mile Island Unit 2*

Accident," stated that licensees should establish the Shift
Technical Advisor position by January 1, 1980, and that
. . . in c'cder to provide both perspective in assessment of* "

plant conditions and dedication to the safety of the plant,
this function (Accident Assessment Function) should have a
clear measure of independence from duties associated with
the commercial operation of the plant."

A. NUREG-0578, "TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force S tatus
Report and Short-Term Recommendations," states: .

...that additional technical and analytical cap-"

ability, dedicated to concern for the safety of the
plant, needs to be provided in the control room to
support the disagnosis of off-normal events and to
advise the shif t supervisor on actions to terminate
or mitigate the consequences of such events...";
that the position of Shift Technical Advisor (STA)
be established to fulfill this function; and that
...when assigned as shift technical advisor, these"

personnel are to have no duties or responsibilities
for manipulation of controls or command of operations."

During the investiga?f.cn, from October 22, 1980 to
November 21, 1980, the NRC interviewed STAS who
performed duties during the period from 11:00 p.m.
on October 16, 1980 to 07:00 a.m. on October 20, 1980.
The STA, stated that, contrary to the above, they are
not always called to the Control Room when problems
are identified and that operations personnel utilize-

STAS for routine activities not involving engineering
review or evaluation of plant safety, once the plant.

is shut down..

Also the STAS, on their shift, had not evaluated the*

propriety of a return to power when it occurred
twice on October 17, 1980 and once on October 20,
1980, nor did they evaluate the potential significance
'of the degraded plant conditions involving leakage from
the fan cooler units, wetting of the reactor vessel
with cold brackish river water and steam exiting from
the instrument thimble holes.

c
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N

This is a Severity Level III violation (supplement
1.C.2 of the Interim Enforcement Policy) Civil
Penalty - 530,000. The civil penalty of S40,000.

for Severity Level III violation has been distributed
between this item of noncompliance and the following |

l*- one, both of which together comprise an event.

B. NRC's letter to All Operating Nuclear Power Plants,
!

dated October 30, 1979, titled " Discussion of Lessons
.

Learned Short Term Requirements," provided additional
.

clarification of these requirements, and stated "...it*-

is not acceptable to assign a person who is normally
the immediate supervisor of the shif t supervisor to
STA (Shif t Technical Advisory duites. . . " .*

Contrary to the above, the Chief operations Engineer,
the immediate supervisor of the Senior Watch Supervisor,
was assigned to perform STA duties on the 7:00 AM to
3:00 PM, shift of October 17, 1980.

This is a Severity Level III violation. (Supplement
I.C.2 o*f the Interim Enforcement Policy) Civil Penalty
- S10,000.

.

4

4

*.

e
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DISCUSSION Of PARAGRAPH IIIA:

A. The duties and responsibilities of the Shift Technical
,

Advisor (STA) are described in Consolidated Edison's
,

Operations Administrative Directive (OAD-9) and in posi-*

tion guides and job descriptions. Among the duties and""

responsibilities of this position are acting as a technical-

advisor to the Senior Watch Supervisor in assessing an
.

accident, and evaluating day-to-day plant operations f rom

a safety point of view. To accomplish this, an STA is

required to be on shift at all times (within 10 minutes

reporting time to the Central Control Room). The Shift
1

Technical Advisor is called to the Control Room (if he
is not already there) when problems are identified re-

D
quiring his expertise and he does participate directly

in the assessment of plant conditions. At no time is the

STA responsible for manipulation of reactor controls.

All of the above is consistent with NRC requirements

ir the STA.

The 'ensolidated Edison position guide for the STA explains.

that A tignment to r.ctivities not involving engineering-

review s evaluation is intended and desired during major,

'.
plant outages. This participation in routine operational

and maintenance activities while the plant is shutdown

is the best way to continuously expand the knowledge and

operational experience of the STAS and familiarize them

with plant design, layout and equipment.
|
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Both the latest NRC Standard Technical Specifications

(dated August 12, 1980) and the current NRC clarification.

document regarding TtI Lessons Learned implementation
,,

(NUREG-0737, dated October 31, 1980) explicitly state'

.

that the Shif t Technical Advisor is not required to be

! -
on-shift when a plant is in the cold shutdown or refuel-*

ing condition. Therefore, the use of the STAS for other
,

than their specified functions during cold shutdown

outages is consistent with the intended use of.the STA,

as specified in the NRC's own documents.

The adequacy of the performance and activities of the Shift

Technical Advisors during the time period from 11 PM on

October 16, 1980 until 3 PM on October 20, 1980 has been

reviewed in the course of the Company's own investigation.
,

Although the STA did not recognize the full range of possible

effects of the water on reactor systems, the duties and

responsibilities as particularly set forth in OAD-9 and the

position guides and job descriptions were fulfilled. This

conclusion is based on the following:

.

1. There was a Shif t Technical Advisor on duty

at all times, within 10 minutes reporting-

time to the Central Control Room.'
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2. The shift technical advisors monitored Central
Control room activities, e.g., when the problem

.

with nuclear instrumentation channel N42 was

observed, the STA independently assessed the-

situation and discussed this matter with the
,

Senior Watch Supervisor. The STA evaluated the
,.

situation as being understood, controlled and

addressed properly.*

3. The STAS made entries into containment and were.

aware of the accumulation of water on the con-

tainment floor. They had independently evaluated ,

the plant to be in a stable condition, and had

evaluated plant operations from a safety point

of view. They were aware of the discussions and

the actions to be taken regarding the problem

of removing the water from the containment build-

ing and of correcting the leaks. They were aware

of plant conditions and future plans.

The adequacy of our STA directives and trair.ing program

has been reviewed and we consider them to be consistent-

with NRC philosophy. These directives include the.

.

training program (required by the NRC to be completed
.

by the end of 1980) which was still in progress on October

17, 1980. (In fact, the accident assessment management

portion of the STA training program was scheduled for
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the week of November 10, 1980.) As required by NRC's

NUREG-0737 and previous TMI documents, training of the

STAS is to be completed by January 1, 1981. It is felt

that this specialized training program coupled with on-the--

job experience will result in highly qualified personnel
,

capable of performing the shif t technical advisor duties
.

as outlined by the NRC and our own directives.

.

The STA. program at Indian Point 2 therefore does satisfy

all NRC requirements and directives, and the actions of ,

the STAS during this event were consistent with their-

specified functions and the extent to which they had com-

pleted their ongoing training program.

We accordingly do not concur in the finding of a violation
.

in paragraph III.A of the Notice of Violation, and deny

that such a violation occurred. This item of noncompliance

would not in any event be a Severity Level III violation

for the reasons set forth at pp. 7-10 above. There was

no violation of NRC requirements. NCR Staff's allegation

represents an unwarranted attack on the STS training

program and the performance of the STAS..

.' Paragraph III.A of the Notice is incompatible with the findings

contained in a report prepared after an NRC Region I inspecticn-

of Con Edison's " utility management and technical competence",

dated September 2, 1980. With respect to the STA position, the

findings of the NRC team were that:
,

|

.
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k

The STA Training Program is progressing with a com-
pletion date commensurate with the dates established
in 4a(1) above. Two STA's in training were interviewed.

to obtained their views regarding the training program,
and their perception at this period in time, regarding the~~' the STA position. .The STA's interviewed responded posi-
tively regarding the training program as conducted thus
far, and no specific problems were identified regarding.

the position and role of the STA.
*

No items of nonccmpliance or deviations were identified.-

Inspection 50-247/80-11 Section 4(b) at p.3,_

If contrary to the findings of the NRC staf f in September 1980,
.

there were any deficiencies in the STA program, in October,

they could not properly be considered Severity Level III, since

there were no " violations which involve actual or high potential
impact on the public" ( 45 FR at 66755).

,

t

e
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DISCUSSION OF PARAGRAPH III.3:

The NRC's requirement for a Shif t Technical Advisor program is
-

: intended to be an interim measure until the qualifications of..

operations personnel such as the shift supervisors and reactor
.

.
operators have been upgraded. At that time, the operations

-

'

personnel would have both the desired technical capabilities

*| -and the responsibility for manipulation of controls and command

of operations. The . Chief Operations Engineer who performed

the STA duties on the 7 AM to 3 PM shif t on October 17, 1980

possesses all of the ultimate qualifications envisioned by the

NRC for operations personnel prior to phasing out the STA pro-

gram. He is an SRO license holder, and a degreed engineer with

years of operations experience who is fully familiar with the
'

plant design and layout, He is a trained Emergency Director,

who for a number of yearr :!ua responsible for the simulator

training program at In9is ceint. This individual's qualifica-

tions, in essence, fag 9 cat the NRC's long-term vision for

operations personnel.

Nonetheless, Consolidated Edison admits that this person, in
,

.
fulfilling the STA function from 7 AM to ' PM on October 17,

' 1980, was not supposed to be doing so according to an NRC.

letter dated October 30, 1979. We thus acknowledge that a.

violation is stated by paragraph III.B of the Notice of

Violation. We do not agree that this is a Severity Level III

68 --
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violation, there'being no safety significance, much less

" actual or high potential impact on the public," resulting-
.

- frca this individual having served as STA on October 17,
,,

.
see pp. 7-10 above.

.
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ACTION TO PREVENT RECURRENCE:

' The interim practice of the Chief Operations Engineer being desig-

~~ nated as STA while the STAS were in initial training during 1980

has been discontinued. Alti.augh consistent with present practice,.

the procedure parmitting use of STAS for duties other than their
,
,

specified functions will be immediately clarified to permit such

"
activity only when the plant is at cold shutdown.<

The role of the STA will be strengthened by having the STAS report

to the Technical Engineering Director instead of the Chief Opera-

tions Engineer. This will be acccmplished prior to return to

service.

Since the establishment of the STA function in 1979, there has

been continuing discussion and evolution of the specific role

the STA is to play in plant operation. The definition of what

constitutes a " problem" requiring STA evaluation, and the STA's

ability to recognize the potential significance of all types

of events with..i his purview, are both improving with training

and experience. The circumstances leading up to and surrounding

this event will be used in future lesson plans for ongoing*

training / retraining of operations personnel, including the STAS.-

The revision to the training program to accomplish the above
,

will be completed prior to return to service.
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OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT STATEMENT OF
ALLEGED VIOLATION

.

IV. Technical Specification 6.8.1 requires that: " Written
procedures shall be established, implemented and main-

,
'

tained..." Procedure E-12, " Nuclear Instrument Malfunc-
tion", Rev. 3 dated 7/5/78, step C-4.1.3 requires as
"Immediate Operator Acrion", if one channel fails, that.

C-5.5 of Procedure E-12 subsequently requires that all the
nuclear bistables associated with the defective channel. ,

be tripped by removing the control power fuses.

Contrary to the above: On October 17, 1980, the licensee-

,

removed the control power fuses associated with the defec-
tive channel N42, with reactor power level at about 90%.
This resulted in an automatic runback to less than 75%
reactor power.

This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplement I.E of
the Interim Enforcement Policy).

.

I
-

%

9

9

b
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DISCUSSION-

The procedure for responding to malfunctioning power range
,

detectors is based primarily on sudden f ailures calling for

immediate operator action. The failure in question was-

characterized as a gradual drift in one of the four power
,

range detection signals over a period of hours. The
.p.

operator had calculations performed and tests conducted

which proved that the signal from the detector in question"

was false, and that the teactor power distribution was normal.
,

Recognizing that a dropped control rod condition did not

exist and that there was proper reactor power distribution,

the operator proceeded to the subsequent action section of
,

the procedure. One step in this section calls for removing

control power fuses. The operator failed to recognize that

- removal of these fuses would result in an automatic reduction

in turbine power to 70%. When the fuses were removed, the

turbine power "ran back" as designed.

Consolidated Edison accordingly acknowledges that a viola-

tion is stated in paragraph IV of the Notice of Violation.
.

We do not agree, however, trat the violation is properly.

considered as a Severity Level V under the Interim Enforce-,

$

ment Policy. This severity level applies to violations
.

with "other than (i.e., more than] minor saf ety significance ,"
,

whereas the Notice of Violation does not identify any safety

significance associated with this matter. In fact, the

turbine runback to 70% power did not even result in a trip

of the plant.
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. ACTION TO PREVENT RECURRENCE:

A step has been added to the subsequent action section of |
.

the procedure cautioning the operator to verify that the

plant is at, or below, 70% turbine load before the control'

power fuses are removed. An additional precautionary note |

. . has also been added to the immediate automatic action sec-
.

tion alerting the operator to the possibility of instru-
i

ment drift in the high or icw direction.

These procedural changes were accomplished by October 31,

1980. Retraining with the new procedure, which is ongoing,

will emphasize the need to strictly adhere to all proce- .

dural requirements, and will be completed prior to reactor

startup.

4

e
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impeller. We examined the pumps following this event and

no evidence of such wear was observed.
.

Consolidated. Edison accordingly does not concur that =
-

deviation is set forth in Appendix B to the Notice of

violation.

' I
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ACTIONS TO PREVENT RECURRENCE:

To eliminate any potential for excessive bearing wear
,

while operating the Containment Sump Pu.7.ps against shutoff
.

head conditons, a recirculation line with an orifice will

be provided from each pump discharge back to the contain--

ment sump. This will assure minimum flow through each*

pump for all operating conditions.
.T

Improved level control devices for start /stop of samp

pumps will be installed to replace the existing integral

float control assemblies for each containment sump pump

to eliminate guide rod binding. Additionally, containment

sump pump control and indication will be be installed in ,

) the Control Room to provide additional system status infor-

mation to the operator and the capability for remote opere-

tion of each pump as a backup to normal automatic control.

All of the above will be completed prior to return to

se rvice .

.

I

1

.

w
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SUMMARY

-Alleged Violation I.A is admitted under the interpretation*

of " expected condition"-employed in the Notice of Violation,
. . ,

.

which . Consolidated Edison submits is vague cad indefinite,
.

and disregards the " serious event" context of this report-

A ing requirement as it had been contained in previous NRC

guidance.
,

Alleged violation II. A is admitted, although the Station

Nuclear Safety Committee was unaware of the wetting of

the reactor vessel and associated components on October

20, 1980.

|

Alleged violation II.F is admitted. The inadvertent.

.

misidentification of two very similar materials was an

isolated circumstance occuring in 1975, which did not

contribute to the October leakage event.

Alleged Violation III.B is admitted, although the indi-

vidual fulfilling the Shift Technical Advisor role dur-

'

ing the eight hour period charged was fully qualified to

'

perform the STA function. This violation was also un-

|* related to the leakage event.

'
Alleged Violation IV, the inadvertent causing of a turbine

runback with no other consequences, is admitted.

Consolidated Edison denies all of the remaining violations

alleged in the Notice of Violation. The Company also denies

- 78 -
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.

that either the October 1980 leakage event or its opera-

. tion of Indian Point Unit 2 during the time referred to,

in the Not' ice brought about any actual or high potential

safety impact on the public. We accordingly contend

that the violation Severity Levels set forth in the Notice

, are erroneous, and do not conform to the criteria set

forth in the Interim Enforcement; Policy (45 FR 66754).
t

Moreover,_the number of violations for which Consolidated

Edison is cited is not in accordance with the Interim
.

snforcement Policy, particularly in regard to the

progression of escalated enforcement actions (45 FR at

66758).

For these reasons'and the reasons set forth in the sepa-

rate discussions of the various alleged violations above,

Consolidated Edison _ requests remission or mitigation of

any penalhi proposed in accordance with the Interira

Enforcement Policy. Please see our concurrent response

supplied pursuant to 10 CFR 2.205(b).
/

(
'3bn. ( . '' f*r dG

. . -
~

e- John D. O' Tool,#
Assistant Vice President
Consolidated Edison Company

.s of New York, Inc.

Dated: New York, New York
January 5, 1981
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>

STATE OF NEW YORK S

S -

COUNTY OF NEW YORK S

e

JOHN D. O'TOOLE, being duly sworn, deposes

6 and says: That he is an Assistant Vice President of

. CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPNNY OF NEW YORK, INC., Licensee

of Indian Point Unit 2 herein; that the foregoing *

Statement in Reply to Notice of Violation dated

January 5, 1981 has been prepared under his supervision

and direction; that he knows the contents thereof; and

that to the best of his knowledga and belief said reply
.

and the facts contained therein are true and correct.

DATED: New York, New York
January 5, 1981

,

/

/ st - l' if(
__

,

'

John D. O,'Jcole

e

subscribed and sworn to before
me this 5th day of January, 1981

%
..

s.s s.s

> Wfm CLd O W/
'

Nc(t;itry Publig
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